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A B S T R A C T

The conceptual design of the demonstration fusion power reactor, known as DEMO, is ongoing and several
reactor configurations have to be investigated by exploring different design parameters. For these reasons,
within the European framework, systems codes like SYCOMORE (SYstem COde for MOdelling tokamak REactor)
have been developed. SYCOMORE includes several specific modules, one of which is aimed to define a suitable
design of the helium breeding blanket. The research activity has been devoted to improve the method to define
automatically the First Wall design starting from thermal-hydraulic and thermo-mechanical considerations,
using analytical design formulae and, also, taking into account the design criteria coming from Codes&
Standards. Thanks to these considerations, it has been possible to derive the first dimensions of the First Wall
channels from which all the other characteristics are deducted. Afterwards, it has been assessed the thermal and
mechanical field using a theoretical approach. Therefore, in order to compare and validate the results, a 3D
geometric model has been created and FEM analyses have been carried out finding out very satisfying results
with maximum error of 6.06% for the thermal analysis while a maximum error of 20% for primary and sec-
ondary stresses.

1. Introduction

Within the European framework, systems codes like SYCOMORE
(SYstem COde for MOdelling tokamak REactor) have been developed
[1] in order to investigate several DEMO design. It includes several
specific modules (i.e. plasma physics, divertor, etc.). Among the dif-
ferent modules, the research activity has been focused on the devel-
opment of the Breeding Blanket (BB) module because it is one of the
most sensible components in relation to the associated functions [2].
The paper focuses on the improvement of the Helium Cooled Lithium
Lead (HCLL) BB module of SYCOMORE and, in particular, on the First
Wall (FW) geometrical design. The FW geometry is derived at first using
the design limits on primary stresses (i.e. considering pressure loads
only). Then a complete structural integrity assessment is performed by
verifying that the thermal as well as the mechanical field are compliant
with the design rules given in Codes&Standards (C&S). Finally, the
methodology has been verified against the results of FEM calculations
performed on 3D models of the FW geometry.

2. FW geometry and heat loads

Within the framework of EUROfusion activities [2], four BB con-
cepts are currently studied. The present study has been focused, in
particular, on the HCLL BB but its application can be extended to the
other concepts. The HCLL FW is made by U-shape steel plate where He
circulates firstly and then it flows in series with the Breeding Zone (BZ).
The structural material of the HCLL BB module is the Reduced Acti-
vation Ferritic/Martensitic steel Eurofer [3]. In Fig. 1, the 2D draw of
the FW in the poloidal-radial direction [4] is reported and it has been
selected as the representative geometry for the following discussion.
The geometry of FW (Fig. 1) is characterized by: the radial Tungsten
thickness (s), the overall FW thickness (t), the plasma facing wall
thickness (e1), the BZ facing wall thickness (e2), the poloidal channel
dimension (d1), the radial channel dimension (d2), the distance be-
tween two channels (2r, the rib) and the pitch between two channels
(P). The additional notations are given in Table 1.

The heat loads identified for the FW design [3] are: a) heat flux (HF)
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coming from plasma, b) nuclear power directly deposited into FW
structure and c) HF on the FW backside at boundary with the BZ. The
total power deposited in the FW (PFW) is the sum of the three con-
tributions. Contribution a) can be considered an input data, depending
on the plasma characteristics and the poloidal position of the module,
while contributions b) and c) are calculated in the neutronic model of
SYCOMORE. A common assumption for the equatorial BB module is a
constant HF equal to 0.5 MW/m2 [3]. The b) and c) contributions
cannot be exactly determined without knowing respectively the geo-
metry and the interaction between the FW and BZ. When running in
SYCOMORE, these quantities are calculated iteratively starting from the
total power deposited in the BB module [1]: they are therefore con-
sidered as input data for the development of the standalone FW model.
Indeed, for the first iteration, it is assumed that 20% of the overall
nuclear power is released in the FW [5]. Knowing the power deposited
in the BB module and considering the operational coolant temperatures
of HCLL BB (300 °C and 500 °C [3], inlet/outlet), it is possible to cal-
culate the mass flow rate (m˙ )tot for each BB module. Then, knowing the
fraction of the total power deposited in the FW (PFW), the bulk tem-
perature (T )out

FW
b to the outlet of FW can be obtained [5].

3. Determination of FW geometrical parameters

In order to determine the FW channel dimensions, design limits on
primary stresses are considered. Primary stresses are those due to ex-
ternal forces acting on the structure: in case of the FW this is the coolant
pressure acting on the channels walls. The approach proposed in the
following is based on beam theory taking into account criteria coming
from C&S [6]. They can be calculated using dimensionless parameters
for the FW geometric characteristics [5]. The first dimensionless para-
meter introduced is fr that can be estimated starting from the Pdes acting
on d1. The resulting membrane stress Pm acting on the thickness 2r
must verify the rule <P Sm min RCC-MRx [6]. This gives:
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The second dimensionless parameter introduced is fd, corresponding
to the “aspect ratio” of the channels in the FW. It cannot be determined
only by considerations on primary stresses and it is considered as a user
input which is bounded by manufacturing constraints. One can take fd
equal to one as a starting point (square channels). The third

dimensionless parameter introduced is fe, that is determined using the
beam theory. The membrane and bending stresses acting on the
thickness e1 due to the pressure on d2 can be evaluated considering the
problem of a double-embedded beam on which, due to the coolant
pressure, a distributed load acts:
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Using the criterion + <P P 1.5Sm b m, with few steps, it is obtained the
Eq. (3):
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The methodology, so far, provides couples of geometrical dimen-
sions but not a unique design solution [5]. The innovative approach
proposed here is to introduce the BB thermal-hydraulic aspects taking
into account the requirements on the efficiency of DEMO reactor. It is
common, in system codes [7], to calculate the pumping power as a

Fig. 1. FW section in the poloidal-radial plane.

Table 1
Symbols used.

fr Ratio between 2r and d1. Dimensionless parameter.
fd Ratio between d2 and d1. Dimensionless parameter.
fe Ration between e1 and d1. Dimensionless parameter.
fp Fraction of the thermal power used for the pumping power.

Dimensionless parameter.
uc Channel coolant velocity
K Concentrated pressure loss coefficient
f Darcy-Weisbach friction factor
L Channel lenght
ρ Helium density
nc Number of FW parallel channels
Sc Cross section of FW channel
cp Helium specific heat

Toutb
FW FW outlet bulk temperature

Tin FW inlet temperature

Tw
PL Plasma facing wall channel temperature

Tp
PL Plasma facing temperature

TArmour
PL Plasma facing armor temperature

Tw
BZ BZ facing wall channel temperature

Tp
BZ BZ facing temperature

−Tw
PL

1 2
Middle rib temperature

Tw
AV
1

Channel 1 wall temperature on the ribs

Tw
AV

2
Channel 2 wall temperature on the ribs

Tav Averaged temperature for allowable stress
q"FW plasma heat flux
q"BZ BZ thermal flux

λEUR Thermal conductivity of EUROFER
λArmor Thermal conductivity of Tungsten
h Convective heat transfer coefficient
Pdes Design pressure
Pm Membrane primary stress
Pb Bending primary stress
Sm Allowable membrane stress
Sem Immediate plastic flow localization allowable stress
Set Immediate fracture due to exhaustion of ductility allowable stress
St Creep differed excessive deformation allowable stress
Ω Factor for local membrane and multiaxial stress
φ Neutron fluence
Qm Membrane secondary stress
Qb Bending secondary stress
εx− εy Strain in x and y direction
ν Poisson's ratio
α Thermal expansion coefficient
X FW toroidal lenght
Y FW poloidal lenght
Z FW radial length (sidewall)
H Distance between two horizontal Stiffening Plates
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